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ABSTRACT
Mechanical and structural properties of ultra-high carbon steel are determined by
their microstructures composed of constituents such as pearlite and spheroidites. Locating
micro constituents and quantitatively measuring its presence is key for material
researchers to study the physical properties of the carbon steel materials. This micrograph
analysis is currently done manually and subjectively by material scientists, which is
tedious and time-consuming. Here we propose to apply the image segmentation algorithm
called U-Net to achieve automated labeling of steel microstructures on a subset of ultrahigh carbon steel image dataset containing pearlite and spheroidite as the primary micro
constituents. Our work provides an automated way to micrograph segmentation using the
deep learning algorithm. Our prediction model only needs annotating a few micrographic
images manually, which are used to train the segmentation algorithm. The trained model
will help the researchers to automatically annotate new micrograph images. In this work,
20 micrographs containing pearlite and spheroidite micro constituents are first manually
annotated. Then this dataset is used to train the conventional U-Net segmentation model.
The trained U-Net model successfully performed segmentation on new micrograph
images containing pearlite and spheroidite with an accuracy of 87.39%. We also
contribute the 20 annotated image dataset to public access. Our approach can be further
extended to the rest of the UHCS dataset and it will help the material researchers to
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automate the process of locating and analyzing complex microstructure which otherwise
needs a lot of manual labor.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Machine learning and image processing techniques have evolved remarkably in
the past 20 years. Since 2010, deep learning methods have dominated computer vision
applications including object recognition, edge detection, semantic segmentation. etc. The
efficiency of deep learning algorithms to solve complex problems increased the demand
for it in all fields of science. Material science is one such field where deep learning
techniques can be used to address a wide variety of problems.
Everything we see around us is made of some form of matter. We have mainly
three states of matter such as solid, liquid and gas state which all of us deals with every
second in our life. Out of all these states, Solid-state matters are the type of matter which
retains its boundary without any external support. It also maintains a specific shape. Such
material shows resistance to the different external condition including heat and pressure.
From the knife we use in the kitchen to the car we drive, everything is solid in nature. All
such equipment/tools maintain a specific shape and boundary. A chair made of different
solid-state materials provides a support system for us to sit. A car build using similar
materials takes us safely from home to the workplace. Hence indisputably we can say that
solid-state matters are the state of matter most useful for human beings in his day to day
activity.
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Material science is the field of science that is dedicated to the study of solid-state
matters. It is an interdisciplinary field of science that combines physics, chemistry, maths,
and engineering under the same umbrella. Material researchers extensively study how
materials perform and why they fail. By understanding the structure of matter, from the
atomic scale to the millimeter scale, they investigate new ways to combine chemical
elements into materials with unprecedented physical and functional properties.
Every manufacturing industries rely heavily on material scientists and engineers
to build advanced materials with customized properties for their industrial needs. The
requirement of cutting edge material research is a need for a broad range of industrial
domains including energy, construction, electronics, biotechnology, nanotechnology.
Material scientists work with diverse types of materials such as metals, polymers,
ceramics, liquid crystals, and composites to meet these needs.
The fundamental of material science research involves relating the physical
properties of the material to the atomic, microscopic structure of the material.
Understanding this relation also helps us to reproduce materials with desired structural
properties. Methods primarily adopted by the researchers to study material is by
capturing atomic/microscopic level images of these materials and analyzing these images.
Few of such images of different materials are shown in Figure 1.1 to1.4 below.
All of these materials have different use and need depending on their properties.
Different methods are adopted by scientists and engineers in the respective field to study
each material of their interest. Out of all materials listed above steel is one material which
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is most widely studied. All of us uses tools made of steel in our day today activity. This

TYPE TO ENTER A CAPTION.

is the primary reason for me to choose steel materials as the focus of my research.
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Steel is a strong metal formed by mixing carbon and iron. Steel compositions vary
widely. Steels, in general, have a lower carbon content than cast iron, and lower amounts
of impurities like phosphorus and sulfur. The composition chart above represents typical
ranges for basic steel constituents. Other alloying elements such as Boron, Chromium,
Cobalt, Columbium (Niobium), Copper, Molybdenum, Nickel, Nitrogen, Selenium,
Tantalum, Titanium, Tungsten, and Vanadium are added to improve corrosion, high
temperature, and mechanical properties of steel. The properties listed in the tables below
reflect typical properties for Steels.
In general, properties such as density, thermal conductivity, and electrical
resistivity do not vary greatly with composition or heat treatment, whereas properties
such as tensile strength, elongation, and hardness are highly dependent on composition
and heat treatment. The general properties of the steel are listed in Table 1.1 to 1.4 below.
The steels containing high carbon content are called ultra-high carbon steels or
UHCS. Traditionally, steels of high carbon content have been neglected by industry
because of a belief that they are inherently brittle (although high carbon steels do have a
rich and fascinating history because of their similarity in composition to Damascus
steels). UHC steels are now considered to have technological potential because when
processed to develop ultrafine ferrite grains, 0.5-2 urn, containing fine spheroidized
cementite particles, they have been shown not only to be superplastic at intermediate
temperatures but also to be strong and ductile at room temperature.
Further, because of their high carbon content, UHCS can be made very hard by
appropriate heat treatment after processing. Fine-grained UHCS steels can also be solid-
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state diffusion bonded readily either to themselves or to other ferrous-base materials, at
low temperatures. This unique ability has been utilized to prepare ferrous laminated
composites with superplastic properties at intermediate temperatures and with very high
impact resistance at low temperatures.

Table 1.1. Physical properties of steel
Physical Properties
Density

Value

Comments

0.282 - 0.289 lb/in³ Density usually ranges from 7.8 - 7.9 g/
cc for carbon and low alloy steels.
Stainless steels typically have densities
around 8 g/cc.

Table 1.2. Electrical properties of steel
Electrical
Properties

Value

Electrical
Resistivity

0.0000170 ohm-cm

Comments

I specifically concentrate my research on deep learning applications in ultra-high
carbon steel materials. A research team from Carnegie Mellon University introduced a
microstructure informatics dataset focusing on complex, hierarchical structures found in
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Table 1.3. Mechanical properties of steel
Mechanical
Properties

Value

Comments

121

Varies widely with composition and heat
treatment.

Hardness, Knoop

140

Varies widely with composition and heat
treatment.

Hardness, Vickers

126

Varies widely with composition and heat
treatment.

Tensile Strength,
Ultimate

60900 psi

This is the value for AISI 1020, a mild
steel. Values can range from 295 - 2400
MPa, depending on composition and heat
treatment.

Tensile Strength,
Yield

50800 psi

AISI 1020 Steel. Yield strength varies as
Ultimate Tensile Strength values, from 200
- 2100 MPa.

Bulk Modulus

20300 ksi

Elongation at
Break

15%

Hardness, Brinell

AISI 1020. Generally as hardness and
tensile strength goes up, elongation goes
down.

single ultrahigh carbon steel under a range of heat treatments. In their paper [1], they also
introduced the CNN, SVM based classification techniques to classify UHCS micrographs
both by micro constituent categories and by annealing conditions.
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Table 1.4. Component Elements Properties of steel
Component
Elements
Properties
Carbon, C

Value
0.030 - 1.25 %

Iron, Fe

80 - 98 %

Manganese, Mn

0.20 - 16 %

Phosphorous, P

<= 0.050 %

Silicon, Si

0.00 - 0.50 %

Sulfur, S

<= 0.050 %

Comments

Through careful study of UHCS micrograph images, I realize the scope of deep
learning image segmentation techniques in the UHCS dataset. I found that we can apply
image segmentation algorithms to locate the micro constituents in the UHCS images.
This will help the material scientists to quantitatively study the correlation of the property
of material with location, presence and the relative amount of microstructure present in
the material.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview of Image Segmentation Methods
An image is a digital way to communicate information visually. Humans extract
information from images by identifying the difference in color, variation in intensity and
presence of edges. Same way, computers analyze the image pixel values to extract the
information from the images. Since the last few years, extracting information from
images to accomplish some tasks automatically has been an important area of research in
digital image technology. Classification and segmentation are two such tasks used for
many applications in the different scientific domains. Presently image segmentation is a
highly demanding research area as it has the potential to address problems in many fields
of science. Image segmentation uses certain criteria to divide the input images into
different regions to extract the region people are interested in. There are many commonly
used image segmentation techniques. These techniques are broadly classified as regionbased segmentation[29] or edge detection segmentation[29]. The primary goal of regionbased segmentation is to segment images into regions of interest. Edge detection
segmentation identifies edges and draws boundaries between different regions.
Two main methods used to achieve region-based segmentation are threshold
segmentation[33] and region growth segmentation[34]. In threshold-based segmentation,
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regions are identified by clustering pixels intensity value compared to a threshold. Pixels
with intensity value less than a threshold value will be identified to be in a region and the
one above the threshold to be in other regions. The threshold method can be applied
globally or locally to do segmentation. In the global threshold method single threshold
value is used across the image to do clustering. But in local threshold methods, image is
split into multiple target regions and the different threshold value is used in each region to
do clustering. The threshold-based segmentation method is most suitable when there is a
higher contrast between the target region and the background region. In regional growth
segmentation method segmentation regions are formed by first choosing multiple
centroid pixels and clustering its neighboring pixels to different centroids depending on
the difference in its pixel values with centered pixel set over a threshold. The advantage
of region growth segmentation method is that it usually separates the nearby regions with
similar characteristics and gives us good boundary information.
Edge detection segmentation achieves image segmentation by identifying the
boundaries of different regions. A boundary occurs due to the discontinuity in intensity
value in a certain direction. This discontinuity can be detected by applying a differential
filtering operator to the image. The widely used first-order differential operators are
Roberts operator[31], Sobel operator[30], and Prewitt operator[31]. Few other secondorder differential operators used for edge detection are Wallis operator, Laplacian[31],
and Kirsch operator[32]. Sober operator convolves the image with the following matrix
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The development of deep learning introduced a novel approach to do semantic
segmentation of the image. In the deep learning method, multiple layers of convolution
kernels are trained to assign each pixel of the image to a different class. A wide variety of
deep learning models have been developed for pixel-level tasks. CNN designed for
classification reduce an input image to a single latent feature vector, where CNN's
designed for pixel-level classification produces latent representation for every pixel of the
input image. This is accomplished by contributing local pieces of information to global
information through upsampling the intermediate feature maps via a fixed bilinear
interpolation operation. Popular image segmentation models include FCN[27],
PixelNet[28], SegNet[24], DeepUNet[25], Bayesian SegNet[26], U-Net[3] etc. Different
semantic segmentation algorithms are studied and its performance on other image sets is
evaluated before choosing U-Net for my research. Three of the semantic segmentation
algorithms studied are FCN, RCNN and, SegNet.
Among all the segmentation algorithms, the most popular one is U-Net which is
primarily developed to address image segmentation problems in medical image data.
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Different from conventional deep learning models, U-Net architecture needs a relatively
smaller dataset size to train the model. Previous applications of U-Net already proved it
to be highly efficient in segmenting new images with a high degree of accuracy when
trained on a relatively smaller set of data. Hence I choose U-Net architecture in my
research. A few other segmentation algorithms which I studied are described below.
Fully Convolutional Network (FCN): As the name indicates fully convolutional
layers are build from locally connected layers such as convolution, pooling and
upsampling. FCN usually performs with less computational time as compared to other
segmentation algorithms as the number of parameters is less in the FCN model. The
visual representation of FCN is shown in Figure 2.1. Similar to U-Net, FCN has two
blocks such as the downsampling path and the upsampling path to generate the
segmentation map. Downsampling path captures the contextual information from the
input image and on the other hand upsampling path recover spacial information. Skip

Figure 2.1. Fully Convolutional Network (FCN)
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connections are often used to recover the fine-grained spatial information lost in the
pooling or downsampling layers.
SegNet: SegNet is a novel deep learning algorithm developed for semantic pixelwise segmentation task. The SegNet consists of an encoder network, a decoder network,
and a pixel-wise classification layer. The encoder network which has the architecture
similar to the VGG16[35] network extracts features from the input image. The decoder
network map the low-resolution encoder feature maps to full input resolution feature
maps for pixel-wise classification. SegNet architecture is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 SegNet Architecture

Region Based Convolutional Neural Network: Region-based convolutional
neural network famously called R-CNN to do image segmentation tasks by proposing a
selected number of regions/boxes from image and checks if any of these regions contain
the required object. An object is formed by four different types of features such as
varying scales, colors, textures, and enclosure. R-CNN uses a selective search to identify
12

Figure 2.3 RCNN Architecture
these patterns and based on that different object regions are proposed. Figure 2.3 shows
the famous R-CNN architecture. In the first steps, R-CNN selects a set of proposed
regions and extract features of each region by using convolutional neural networks as
shown in the figure. Finally, each extracted feature will be classified using class-specific
SVMs. A modified version of R-CNN such as Fast R-CNN, Mask R-CNN is widely used
for image segmentation tasks.

2.2 Exploring the microstructure manifold: image texture
representations applied to ultrahigh carbon steel microstructures
The important contribution of the paper[1] is the new set of ultra-high carbon
steel microstructure image database containing 961 UHCS micrograph images taken over
a range of length scales under systematically varied heat treatments. The distribution of
different micrographs in the database is shown in Table 3.1. In addition to that, they
discuss how supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques can be used to
yield insight into microstructural trends and their relationship to processing conditions.
Classification of micrographs is done through three different methods with a different
subset of UHCS data. In all the three tasks the SVM classifier algorithm is used for the
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Figure 2.4 Spheroidized cementite with red and yellow frames indicating image
regions used for feature extraction in the UHCS-600 and UHCS-2400 datasets

classification. In the first approach 200 randomly selected micrographs each from the
spheroidized cementite, carbide network, and pearlite/pearlite+spheroidite classes, for a
total of 600 images are used. In the second approach, the dataset is constructed by
cropping each image from the previous dataset into four from the center with a dimension
of 224 × 224. Total of 2400 dataset is generated for the second task. Figure 2.4 indicates
the image regions used for microstructure feature extraction in the first and second
approaches. In the third method classification of micrograph based on annealing or the
processing method is made. Dataset for this task is selected from spheroidite micrographs
which are processed at 13 different annealing conditions. Each class has 15 different
spheroidite micrographs. Where more than 15 micrographs with a given annealing
condition are available, 15 micrographs are randomly selected to balance the
classification dataset. The resulting annealing condition classification datasets consist of
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195 full-sized micrographs and 780 cropped micrographs as in the second approach
discussed above.
Image representation methods:-Two image representation methods are adopted
to represent the image before feeding to SVM classifier, which is Mid-level image patch
descriptors[7, 8] and convolutional neural network (CNN) representations[9, 10, 11]. The
mid-level features approach is attractive due to its relatively strong invariance to image
scale and orientation; its focus on identifying and characterizing individual features is
also intuitive to the materials scientist. However, CNN representations are generally
regarded as richer, more hierarchical, and more effective than mid-level image features,
even when transferring CNN parameterizations from one task to another task.
Mid-level image features extraction method:- The mid-level feature extraction
method also called the bag of word method is used as one approach to representing the
image as the input to the SVM classifier. In this method, the image is represented as a
distribution of local image descriptions or visual features. The difference of
Gaussians[12] and the Harris-LaPlace[24] interest point detectors are used to select
distinctive image regions with characteristic scales and orientations. Different of gaussian
method uses a bandpass filter to select pixel values in a specific range discarding the
others.
Harris LaPlace detector method combines both Harris corner measures and a
Gaussian scale-space representation to detect interest points. Once the interest points
images are detected, oriented SIFT descriptors[12] are used to characterize those interest
points. The visual dictionary of 100 visual words (also called bang of words) is created
15

by quantizing and clustering the SIFT descriptors using K-mean clustering. Finally, each
micrograph images are represented as a normalized histogram showing the distribution of
visual words in the image. Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) Encoding
(explained in 2.1.3) is also applied to these extracted features to generate the final dataset
for the SVM classifier.
Convolutional neural network based features extraction method:- In this
approach(called transfer learning method), the Output of the high-level CNN layers is
extracted to represent the input to SVM classier. CNN extract high-level features of the
image by combining weights of multiple layers of filters trained using labeled images. In
this paper, high-level features are extracted using the famous CNN architecture called
VGG16 which is fine-tuned for the ImageNet ILSVRC-2014 dataset. The VGG16
architecture consists of 14 convolution layers arranged into 5 blocks delineated by
pooling (upsampling) layers, followed by two fully-connected layers of 4096 neurons
each, and a final 1000-class classification layer. VGG16 architecture is designed for color
images. Hence UHCS micrograph images are converted to RGB images by replicating
the raw grayscale image in each color channel of a new RGB image and subtracting the
average intensity of the ImageNet training set for each channel. While training, fullyconnected CNN features were not computed for the full-sized images because of the
constraints on allowable input image size and also since in transfer learning task it is
effective to apply to pool to the high-level convolution layers which can be easily
extracted from input images of arbitrary size.
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Figure 2.5. Figure shows the cross validation accuracy (± standard deviation) of SVM
classier on different input dataset

Features are extracted from the third layer of the fourth and fifth blocks of
VGG16 architecture. For VGG16 network both the VGG4 and VGG5 convolution blocks
produce 512- channel feature maps, respectively sized 14 × 14 and 7 × 7 for the cropped
UHCS input images and 40 × 30 and 20 × 15 for the large UHCS input images.
The Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) Encoding:-Features
extracted by using method described in 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 are encoded using VLAD
encoding technique[14]. If I = (X1, X2, . . , Xn ) is the set of local feature descriptor
obtained.
And qik be the probability that the local feature Xi belongs to the cluster μi , then

0 < = qik < = 1 and vk =

K

∑
k

qik (Xi − μk ), where vk is called residuals.
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This way by recording the difference between local feature descriptors and the cluster
centroid(which is the visual word) VLAD tries to mitigate the ambiguity between the
visual words. VLAD encode features by concatenating all residual values obtained by this

̂ ) as shown below,
method. Encoded vector is given by Φ(I
̂ ) = [v1, v2 . . . vN].
Φ(I
Each residual sum is L2-normalized(described in [15]) before being concatenated,
and the resulting VLAD vector is L2-normalized as well. VLAD encoding is done with a
dictionary containing 32, 64 and 100 visual words. This gave VLAD features with 128 ×
32 = 4096 , 128 × 64 = 8192 and 128 × 100 = 4096 dimensions respectively for mid-level
image features extraction method and 512 × 32 = 16384 and 512 × 64 = 32768 for
convolutional neural network-based features extraction method.
Training Details and Performance Evaluation:- Linear support vector machine(SVM)
classification is used to classify the image dataset. Input to SVM classier is L2
normalized and the margin parameter is set to 1. The classier used 10 × 10 crossvalidations on the full dataset for performance measurement.
The Figure 2.5 shows the performance of the SVM classier on the validation
dataset with all categories of input dataset discussed above. The first two data columns
show the average validation set accuracies on the UHCS-2400 and UHCS-600 image sets
for the primary micro constituent classification task and the second two data columns
show the same for the spheroidite annealing condition classification task. The method
‘raw’ shows the performance of the SVM classifier on a flattered and normalized image
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dataset. The table shows considerable improvement in performance by using VLAD
encoding over the BOW method.

2.3 High throughput quantitative metallography for complex
microstructures using deep learning: A case study in ultrahigh carbon
steel
Similar to my work, the paper[5] also tries to apply deep learning-based
segmentation algorithms on the UHCS dataset. But their dataset of interest and
segmentation algorithm used are different from the one I used for my research. Two main
contributions of the paper include segmenting cementite particles in the spheroidized
matrix and segmenting larger fields of view featuring grain boundary carbide,
spheroidized particle matrix, particle-free grain boundary denuded zone, and
Widmanstätten cementite. It also demonstrates how to combine these data-driven
microstructure segmentation models to obtain empirical cementite particle size and
denuded zone width distributions from more complex micrographs containing multiple
microconstituents. A famous deep learning segmentation algorithm called PixelNet is
used for the segmentation task. In the first approach micrographs primarily containing
micro constituents including proeutectoid cementite network, fields of spheroidite
particles, the ferritic matrix in the particle-free denuded zone near the network, and
Widmanstätten laths are used for the training. Second task segments spherodite micro
constituents in the micrograph images. The annotated train dataset used for the research is
available in the NIST materials resource registry[16].
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Dataset and Model:- The dataset used for training is generated by manually
annotating micrographs containing the proeutectoid cementite network and the associated
denuded zone, and spheroidized and Widmanstätten cementite. Similarly, for spheroidite
semantic segmentation tasks, annotated micrographs are obtained through a partiallyautomated edge-based segmentation workflow explained in [17]. Famous segmentation
algorithm called PixelNet is used to do segmentation on both the dataset. Visual
representation of PixelNet architecture is shown in the Figure 2.6. Each input image is
passed through multiple convolution layers and the output representation of the image is
produced by concatenating representation of the image in each convolutional layer. A
multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier is trained to associate the pixel representation with
membership in a microstructure constituent. The validation dataset evaluated on trained
PixelNet obtained the performance as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. Performance of PixelNet on validation dataset
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Figure 2.6. PixelNet architecture visual representation
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 Data preparation
Ultrahigh carbon steel (UHCS) dataset [1] consists of 961 scanning electron
microscopic images of commercial UHCS subjected to a wide range of heat/pressure
treatments. These micrographs span a broad range of magnifications and include both
secondary electron(SE) and backscattered electron(BSE) images. 598 micrographs also
have annealing schedule metadata: annealing time, temperature and cooling method as
described in [2]. All 961 images are labeled with their primary microstructure
constituents as illustrated in Table 3.1. Most of the micrographs images belong to
spheroidite morphology Figure 3.1, Widmanstatten cementite Figure 3.2, pearlite Figure
3.3 and, the pro eutectoid cementite network Figure 3.6. A small number of micrographs
contain two primary micro constituents such as pearlite containing spheroidite Figure 3.4,
Widmanstatten cementite containing spheroidite Figure 3.5. Table 3.1 shows the
distribution of each of these primary micro constituent labels. The subset of UHCS data
which I used for my research consists of 107 micrograph images of the pearlite and
spheroidite mixture. Each image has a dimension of 645 × 484.
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Table 3.1 UHCS Dataset
Primary Microconstituents

Of micrographs

spheroidite

374

proeutectoid cementite network

212

pearlite
pearlite + spheroidite

124
107

Widmanstatten cementite

81

pearlite + Widmanstatten
Martensite/Bainite

27
36

MATLAB image labeling tool is used to generate 20-pixel level labeled image set
to train the model. Figure 3.7a shows the actual image containing pearlite and spheroidite
microstructure. Labeled image with spheroidite potions marked in blue color is shown in
Figure 3.7b. All the pixels which contribute to spheroidite microstructure are labeled as
1’s and which contributes to pearlite microstructure is labeled as 0’s. The labeled image
dataset is available for public access at [4]. To train the U-Net model, The labeled image
is cropped to a reduced dimension of 256 × 256. Hence the dimension of final input data
to U-Net model is 20 × 256 × 256. The dataset is split into two sets, one for training and
another for validation. The training dataset consists of 15 labeled micrographs. The
model uses the training dataset to learn and adjust the weights. The validation dataset
consists of 5 labeled micrograph images. While training, the model uses validation
datasets to evaluate the performance of adjusted weights after each epoch. But the
validation dataset is not used for training the model. The final performance of the trained
model is also evaluated using the validation dataset.
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Figure 3.1. Spheroidite microstructure Figure 3.2. Widmanstatten cementite
image

microstructure image

Figure 3.3. Pearlite microstructure

Figure 3.4 Pearlite and spheroidite

image

microstructure image

Figure 3.5. Widmanstatten and
spheroidite microstructure image

Figure 3.6. Network microstructure
image
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a

b

Figure 3.7. Micrograph image 567 in UHCS dataset. (a) unlabelled image
containing both pearlite and spheroidic micro constituent(b) labeled image.
Spheridite potions are marked with blue color

3.2 U-Net model and Training Details
The U-Net architecture is built upon the Fully Convolutional Network and
modified in a way that it yields better segmentation of images. Compared to FCN-8, the
two main differences are (1) U-net is symmetric and (2) the skip connections between the
downsampling path and the upsampling path apply a concatenation operator instead of a
sum. These skip connections intend to provide local information to the global information
while upsampling. Because of its symmetry, the network has a large number of feature
maps in the upsampling path, which allows transferring information. U-Net architecture
is separated into 3 parts(The contracting/downsampling path, Bottleneck, The expanding/
upsampling path) as shown in Figure 3.8. The parameters of conventional U-Net
architecture are detailed in Table 3.2.
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The conventional U-Net model consists of a total of 10 blocks, 5 blocks are the
contacting or downsampling path and rest 5 blocks in the expansive or upsampling path.
Input to the first block is the train/test dataset. The first layer of the first block is the
convolution layer having 32 filters with a size of 3 × 3. It uses the ReLu activation
function with zero paddings and makes 1 stride in each move. The second layer has the
same parameters as the first layer, but input to it is the output feature maps from the first
convolution layer. The third layer is the max-pooling layer with a pooling size of 2 × 2.
Input to the second block is feature vectors from the first block with reduced
dimension due to max pooling. The second block has two convolution layer each with 64
filters of size 3 × 3. Similarly third and the fourth block has two convolution layers each
with 128 and 256 filters respectively. Max pooling applied at each level to reduce the
feature vector dimension. At the fifth block, two convolution layers having 512 filters of

Figure 3.8. U-Net Architecture
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each are applied to the feature vectors from the fourth block. The output is upsampled
with a pooling matrix of size 2 × 2. In the sixth layer output from the fifth layer is
concatenated with the feature maps from the fourth block. In the rest of the four blocks,
filters of size 256, 128 64 and 32(each of size 3 × 3) respectively are used to generate
feature vectors. In the upsampling path, input to each block is generated by concatenating
feature vector from the previous block with output from the block having the same
feature vector dimension in the downsampling path.
The conventional U-Net model available with default parameter values are used
to train the labeled UHCS dataset. U-Net model is trained/validated using a total of 20
sets of UHCS micrograph images containing pearlite and spheroidite as a primary micro
constituent. This image set is split into two parts one for training and others for validation
and testing. The first set has 15 labeled image set and the second part have 5. Since each
image and its label is having a size of 645 × 484, It is too large for the U-Net model to
train. So each image size is reduced to 256 × 256. Hence the final train dataset size is
reduced to 15 × 256 × 256 and validation/test dataset size 5 × 256 × 256.
The weights of each layer of the model are initialized from a normal distribution
centered on 0 with standard deviation calculated from the number of input units to the
weight tensor. σ =

2/(N ) , where N is the number of input units to the weight tensor.

The output layer of the U-Net model is a convolution layer with one filter generating one
output feature map. The final layer uses the sigmoid activation
function(1/(1 + exp(−x))). binary cross-entropy loss given by the equation L =
(−(y log( p) + (1 − y)log(1 − p))). Hence, a threshold value ranging from 0 to 1 can be
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used to assign a label(0 or 1)to pixels of the final output image. The model is compiled
with Adam(Adaptive moment estimation) optimizer initialized to a learning rate of
0.0001 and trained with Figure 3.9 shows the detailed summary of each layer, its output
shape and number of weights learned. Total 200 epoch with a batch size of 32 is used for
the training.
Table 3.2 The detailed U-Net parameters
Block

Layer Name

Kernel Size

Kernel Number Remark

1

Conv1_1
Conv1_2
Pooling
Conv2_1
Conv2_2
Pooling
Conv3_1
Conv3_2
Pooling
Conv4_1
Conv4_2
Pooling
Conv5_1
Conv5_2
Pooling
Conv6_1
Conv6_2
Pooling
Conv7_1
Conv7_2
Pooling
Conv8_1
Conv8_2
Pooling
Conv9_1
Conv9_2
Pooling
Conv10_1

3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
3×3
3×3
2×2
1×1

32

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

64

128
Down
sampling layer
256

512

256

128

64

32

1
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Up sampling
layer

Figure 3.9. Detailed summary of U-Net model parameters
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3.4 Performance Evaluation
The general performance of the U-Net model is evaluated based on its
performance on the 5 test image dataset as mentioned in the data preparation section. The
quantitative values calculated in the evaluation are:Binary cross-entropy loss L calculated by the equation

L=

∑
i

− (yi log( pi ) + (1 − yi )log(1 − pi ))

where yi is the binary indicator (0 or 1) if class label “spherodite/pearlite" is the correct
classification for pixel i and pi - predicted probability that pixel i is of class “spherodite/
pearlite“.
Accuracy A calculated by dividing total number of correctly predicted pixel by total
number of pixels

A=(

∑
i

yi = c a n d pi = c)/

∑

i

Precision P which indicate the fraction of pixel predicted to have class c that are correct

P =(

∑
i

yi = c a n d pi = c)/

∑
i

pi = c

Recall R which indicate the fraction of pixel with class c which are predicted correctly

R=(

∑
i

yi = c a n d pi = c)/

∑
i

yi = c

F1 score indicate the weighted average of the precision and recall
F1 = 2 * (P * R)/(P + R)
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Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and Score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score
at 0. Binary cross entropy reaches its best value at 0 and worst at 1. In other word, Given,
True positive(TP)-Number of pixels correctly predicted as spheroidite, True
negative(TN)-Number of pixels correctly predicted as pearlite, False positive(FP)Number of pixels predicted as spheroidite but belongs to pearlite and, False
Negative(FN)-Number of pixels predicted as pearlite but belongs to spheroidite.
Then,

A = (TP + T N )/(FP + FN )
P = TP/(TP + FP)
R = TP/(TP + FN )
Accuracy is the most direct measure which gives the performance of the model.
Accuracy adequately explains the performance of the model if the input dataset is having
the symmetric number of pixels labeled as pearlite and spheroidite. We can conclude
model performance from accuracy if FP and FN values do not differ by much amount. It
means that the model should be unbiased in predicting any classes correct. The primary
factor influencing a model bias towards a class is the relative number of labeled pixels in
that class available in the training dataset. Hence it is always good practice to evaluate
other parameters like precision and recall to calculate the model performance.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The general performance of our U-Net model is evaluated by analyzing its
performance on the 5 test image dataset visually and by calculating performance
measures such as Loss, Accuracy, Precision, and Recall. Accuracy and loss of our model
on training and validation datasets are continuously evaluated to make sure our model is
progressively learning to segment the image successfully. After every epoch loss function
is independently calculated on both training and validation datasets. Figure 4.1 shows the
binary cross-entropy loss of the model on validation and train dataset. The plot shows a
steady decrease in the loss on both validation and train data approximately until 100
epochs. After that, the loss of the validation dataset reaches saturation.
Figure 4.2 shows the progress in the accuracy of the model on the train and
validation dataset plotted against the epochs during training. After 100 epochs, accuracy
on the validation dataset reaches the saturation level while the accuracy on the training
dataset still increasing. Hence the training is ideal to stop the training between 100-150
epochs. The same is suggested by the epochs vs loss plot too.
The segmented output produced by our model on validation set micrographs is
shown in Figure 4.3 below. Figures in the left column (a,d,g,j,m) is the input micrograph
images. Images in the center column(b, e, h, k, n) shows its micro constituent annotation
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Figure 4.1. The accuracy of model on train and validation dataset plotted against the
epochs.

Figure 4.2. The binary cross entropy loss of model on train and validation dataset
plotted against the epochs.
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in the same order. Images in the rightmost column(c, f, i, l, o) is the prediction made by
the U-Net. Since the activation function used at the output layer is sigmoid function,
predicted image pixel values range from 0 to 1. The predicted image shows the
probability of a pixel to be in pearlite class or spheroidite class. Pixels with color tending
to yellow have a higher probability to be of spheroidite class. And the one leading to
black has a higher probability to be of pearlite class. Examining the predicted image with
the annotated image for all the five validation images gives the visual proof that the
model was able to successfully classify each pixel to its corresponding micro constituent
class with a higher degree of accuracy. The same is asserted by the quantitative analysis
of the model performance as shown in Table 4.1.
Our model successfully predicted the pixel class with an accuracy of 87.39%. The
precision obtained for spheroidite class is 88.84%, which is greater than the recall
obtained for it(80.04%). At the same time, our model shows a higher recall value for
pearlite(92.71%) over its precision value(86.50%). Higher recall value for pearlite over
spheroidite indicates that the model has learned to predict pixels that belong to pearlite
with more accuracy than spheroidite. Analyzing intermediate feature maps obtained from
the model, I infer that the model can extract and learn the features of pearlite better than
spheroidite because of the specific texture(having more variation in intensity, edges, etc)
of the pearlite microstructure. In addition to that, the number of pearlite pixels(622663)
available for training is 262286 more than the number of spheroidite pixels
available(360377). Both these factors contribute to the higher recall value for pearlite.
The precision values for pearlite(88.84%) and spheroidite(86.50%) indicate that for both
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the class, prediction results give relatively the same false positives. The confusion matrix
obtained for the prediction on the validation dataset is shown in Table 4.2 below. Out of
137661 spheroidite pixels, 110184 are predicted corrected giving an individual accuracy
(or recall value) of 80.04% for spheroidite class. For pearlite class, 176181 out of 190019
pearlite class pixels are predicted correctly, giving a recall value of 92.71%. We can see a
significant difference in recall value for both the class. This difference can be minimized
by making the dataset symmetric by adding more train datasets dominated by spheroidite
microstructure.
Table 4.1 Model performance quantitative values

Loss

Accuracy(
%)

0.5688

Precision(%)

87.39 88.84(Spheroidite)
86.50(Pearlite)

Recall(%)

F1 Score(%)

80.04(Spheroidite)
92.71(Pearlite)

84.21(Spheroidite)
89.49(Pearlite)

Table 4.2 The confusion matrix
Predicted class

Actual class

Spheroidite

Pearlite

Spheroidite

110184

27477

Pearlite

13838

176181

Overall, by evaluating the performance of my model quantitatively and
visually, we can deduce that the trained U-Net model achieved a remarkable
segmentation result on the micrographs containing pearlite and spheroidite.
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Figure 4.3 Images showing performance of U-Net model on validation dataset. Images
in the lefgt column (a,d,g,j,m) is the micrographs. Images in the center column(b, e, h,
k, n) shows its micro constituent annotation. Images in the rightmost column(c, f, i, l,
o) is the prediction made by the U-Net model

This result can be further improved by training the model with a more annotated
image dataset having an equal distribution of pearlite and spheroidite
microstructure. Successful segmentation result obtained by model proves that the
same approach can be used to segment other UHCS micrograph images containing
more than one primary micro constituents.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Through my research, I quantitatively analyzed the performance of the U-Net
segmentation algorithm on ultra-high carbon steel microstructure image dataset. I also
contribute 20-pixel level labeled image datasets of UHCS micrographs majorly
containing pearlite and spheroidite micro constituent(https://github.com/SumithKuttiyil/
UHCSLabeledData.git). The performance of my model shows an accuracy of 87.39% on
5 validation dataset images. These results can be further improved by collecting
micrographs that broadly represent the microstructure distribution and annotating it with
higher precision. Through my study, I realize that the application of deep Implementing
algorithms is not limited to the UHCS dataset. Properties of all materials are the result of
microscopic structures formed in it when treated at different environmental conditions.
Hence the data-driven analysis of the microscopic image of these materials will helps us
to discover the physical properties of such materials without requiring physical testing.
Combined with advanced microscopic image capturing equipment and robust deep
learning algorithms, quantitative analysis of physical properties of materials with
complex microscopic structure can be done automatically. I believe as we apply deep
learning methods to solve data analysis problems in material science, it will have a huge
positive impact on all walks of life as any equipment we use in our day to day life is the
result of research and advancement in material science.
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